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1. Introduction

The commentary offered by Miyamoto and Nakamura (2005, MN here-

after) in reference to our experimental study (Koizumi and Tamaoka, 

2004, KT hereafter) provides us with an opportunity to re-examine our 

views regarding the effects of scrambling on the processing of Japanese 

sentences. The initiation of this kind of critical dialog furthers the sci-

entifi c development of psycholinguistics, especially the area of syntactic 

processing. In their introductory remarks, MN claim that our ‘conceptual 

justifi cations are problematic’, citing a perceived failure to address ‘criti-

cal issues in performance’ with regards to our treatment of scrambling 

effects (MN, p. 113). More specifi cally, MN’s comments opened up three 

important aspects for discussion; (1) incremental processing and syntactic 

complexity, (2) frequency effects, and (3) measurement methods. In the 

present rebuttal to these authors, we defend our 2004 fi ndings by provid-

ing detailed explanations of analytical processes.

2. Incremental processing and syntactic complexity

Since Chujyo (1983) it has been repeatedly observed that Japanese speak-
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ers can judge whether or not a sentence is semantically plausible (through 

plausibility judgment task, or sentence correctness decision task) more 

quickly when its immediate constituents are ordered canonically (e.g., 

SOV) compared to when they are scrambled (e.g., OSV). Using a wide 

range of sentence-types, such as active, passive, potential and causative 

sentences in experiments with the plausibility judgment task, Tamaoka, 

Sakai, Kawahara, Miyaoka, Lim, and Koizumi (2005) argue that the 

primary source of the difference in reaction times between canonical 

and scrambled sentences is neither the linear sequence of thematic roles 

(such as agent and theme), nor the linear ordering of case particles (such 

as the nominative ga or the accusative o); but rather it is the difference 

in syntactic (i.e., representational and computational) complexity that is 

accountable. In other words, these authors suggest that scrambled sen-

tences take longer to process than their canonical counterparts because 

the former have more complex syntactic representations due to the pres-

ence of the fi ller-gap dependency (associated with scrambling), which 

requires extra cognitive resources for processing. Assuming that this 

proposal is on the right track, in KT (2004), we investigated reaction times 

for complete, ditransitive sentences. We found that regardless of the verb 

type (pass-type or show-type), the ga-ni-o order was processed faster than 

the ga-o-ni order, from which we concluded that ga-ni-o is the canonical 

word order for ditransitive verbs1). Note that KT’s assumption mentioned 

above regarding the relationship between the presence of scrambling and 

reaction times respects standard methodology in cognitive neuroscience, 

i.e. to assume ‘all other things being equal, the more complex a represen-

tation … [is], the longer it should take for a subject to perform any task 

involving the representation and the more activity should be observed in 

the subject’s brain areas associated with creating or accessing the repre-

 1) In support of this conclusion, Koizumi et al. (2005), a related fMRI study, re-

port that regions in the inferior frontal gyrus, sensitive to syntactic complexity, 

showed greater cortical activation during the processing of pass-type ditransi-

tive sentences with the ga-o-ni order compared to those with the ga-ni-o order.
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sentation and with performing the task’ (Marantz, 2005, see also Pritchett 

and Whitman, 1995)2).

MN (2005) express concern about whether or not all other things are 

really equal in our experimental paradigm, given the incremental nature 

of sentence processing. MN state, in particular, that ‘KT do not take into 

consideration potential ambiguities in mid-sentence’ (p. 116) such as the 

one illustrated in (1).

(1) John-ga   hanataba-o  Mary-ni

 John-NOM fl owers-ACC Mary-DAT

This sequence was used in our study as part of a pass-type item. Within 

Matsuoka’s (2003) theory, the order in (1) is canonical if followed by a 

pass-type verb, and is scrambled if followed by a show-type verb. Thus, if 

readers expect a show-type verb to follow, a gap (=trace) should be cre-

ated after they see the third NP (i.e. Mary-ni), as shown in (2a). However, 

if a pass-type verb is seen next, the gap must be removed, as in (2b).

(2) a. NP-ga NP
i
-o NP-ni gap

i

 b. NP-ga NP
i
-o NP-ni gap

i
 pass-type verb

MN maintain that the additional cognitive load required to perform this 

kind of reanalysis needs to be considered in order to provide a fair experi-

mental assessment of Matsuoka’s theory. This is a reasonable concern, 

considering that the Japanese parser is known to be incremental. For 

example, if presented with an NP-o NP-ga sequence, a Japanese reader 

would immediately posit an object gap before encountering the following 

verb (Miyamoto and Takahashi, 2002).

 2) We disagree with MN’s assertion that ‘syntactic complexity (as measured by 

number of merges, tree nodes, transformational rules) is not a factor’ (p. 115) 

in sentence processing. Sentence comprehension necessarily involves the com-

putation and maintenance of syntactic representations, which consume a large 

amount of cognitive resources such as working memory. Syntactic complexity 

therefore must be considered as a factor in sentence processing. As far as we 

know, this latter position has never been empirically denied.
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(3) NP
i
-o NP-ga gap

i

The creation of the gap after the nominative NP can be experimen-

tally detected by observing the P600 component of event related brain 

potentials (ERP), which has been purported to be elicited at the point of 

expected gap sites, which would occur if the NP-ga is introduced in (3) 

(e.g., Hagiwara, Soshi, Ishihara and Imanaka, 2005; Phillips, Kazanina and 

Abada, 2005; Ueno and Kluender, 2003). Since a gap is created before the 

verb in a context like (3), it is conceivable that ‘the decision to insert the 

gap is made before the verb is seen’ (MN, p. 116) in a context like (1), as 

well. If a gap is indeed inserted here, as in (2a), then the reanalysis shown 

in (2b) may also occur, which in turn might cause a longer reaction time.

Although the scenario sketched in the previous paragraph is there-

fore theoretically possible, we do not think it probable for at least the fol-

lowing two reasons. First, consider the examples in (4).

(4) a. Accusative verb

   Desi-ga atorie-o tukutta.

   pupil-NOM atelier-ACC built

   ‘The pupil built the atelier.’

 b. Dative verb

   Desi-ga atorie-ni komotta.

   pupil-NOM atelier-ACC stayed

   ‘The pupil shut himself/herself up in the atelier.’

The verb in (4a) takes an accusative object (i.e., accusative verb), and the 

verb in (4b) a dative object (i.e., dative verb). When an accusative verb is 

used in a syntactic causative construction, the causee (which corresponds 

to the subject argument in the simple transitive use) appears as an indirect 

object in the dative. On the other hand, in the causative construction with 

a dative verb, the causee appears as an indirect object in the accusative. 

The linear ordering of the indirect and direct objects can be freely altered 

by scrambling. These possible orders are shown in (5) and (6).
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(5)   Syntactic causatives of an accusative verb

 a. Zyunko-ga  desi-ni    atorie-o

   Junko-NOM  pupil-DAT  atelier-ACC

   tukur-ase-ta.       (canonical order)

   build-CAUSE-PAST

   ‘Junko made the pupil build the atelier.’

 b. Zyunko-ga  atorie-o
i
   desi-ni   t

i

   Junko-NOM  atelier-ACC pupil-DAT 

   tukur-ase-ta.      (scrambled order)

   build-CAUSE-PAST

(6)   Syntactic causative of a dative verb

 a. Zyunko-ga  desi-o    atorie-ni

   Junko-NOM  pupil-ACC  atelier-DAT

   komor-ase-ta.     (canonical order)

   stay-CAUSE-PAST

   ‘Junko made the pupil shut himself up in the atelier.’

 b. Zyunko-ga  atorie-ni
i
   desi-o   t

i

   Junko-NOM  atelier-DAT pupil-ACC

   komor-ase-ta.     (scrambled order)

   stay-CAUSE-PAST

By comparing reading times for the four types of sentences above, it 

should be possible to fi nd out whether or not the linear ordering of 

dative and accusative case markers has a signifi cant effect on syntactic 

processing, independent of the effect of syntactic complexity. Using the 

plausibility judgment task, we measured reaction times for these sen-

tences (Experiment 5 of Tamaoka, Sakai, Kawahara, Miyaoka, Lim and 

Koizumi, 2005; see also Koizumi, Tamaoka and Miyaoka, 2004). The 

results of this experiment revealed no main effect of either verb types or 

case particle orders. However, there was an interesting contrast between 

the two types of sentences. The causative sentences with accusative verbs 

were processed faster in the ga-ni-o order than in the ga-o-ni order, 
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whereas the causative sentences with dative verbs yielded the opposite 

result that the ga-o-ni order was faster than the ga-ni-o order. In other 

words, the scrambled causative sentences took longer to process than the 

canonical causative sentences regardless of surface case orders. Linear 

ordering of accusative and dative case particles had no observable effect 

on speed (and accuracy) in sentence comprehension. This suggests that 

the kind of reanalysis (i.e., the creation of a gap after the third NP fol-

lowed by its deletion when encountering the verb) illustrated in (2) either 

does not occur, or, if it does occur, its effect is so small that it cannot be 

detected in the plausibility judgment task. In either case, the putative 

effect of mid-sentence reanalysis, if any, does not affect our interpretation 

of the experimental results reported in KT.

Second, in an ERP study of ditransitive constructions in Japanese 

(Koso and Hagiwara, 2005), P600 (associated with a gap creation process 

as mentioned above) was observed in the ga-o-ni order compared to the 

ga-ni-o order at the point of the verb rather than at the third NP, which 

suggests that native speakers of Japanese would not posit a gap in a con-

text such as (1) until they encounter the verb. This is a natural conclusion, 

given that either the ga-ni-o or ga-o-ni order can be syntactically canoni-

cal in Japanese as shown in (5) and (6). The mere parse of ga-o-ni (or 

ga-ni-o) is insuffi cient to reveal a fi ller-gap dependency. Therefore, until 

encountering a verb, the parser is incapable of recognizing the sequence 

as containing a fi ller-gap dependency. If no gap is created before the verb, 

there would be no reanalysis like the one in (2b).

To summarize, unlike a mono-transitive case like (3), in the process-

ing of ditransitive sentences like (1), insertion of a gap is delayed until 

the verb is processed. A mid-sentence reanalysis such as the one depicted 

in (2) does not occur. Our 2004 interpretation of reaction times based 

on syntactic complexity therefore can be maintained even if incremental 

aspects of sentence processing are taken into consideration.
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3. Three facets of frequency effects

Although MN repeatedly emphasize the importance of frequency as a 

‘potent confounding factor’ (p. 126) affecting sentence processing, they 

provide neither a clear distinction of the types of frequencies nor theoreti-

cal frameworks of frequencies. Frequency is not merely a control condi-

tion for experiments, but has theoretical implications unto itself. There 

are three different avenues via which frequency infl uences the cognitive 

processing of Japanese sentences: word frequency (usually printed-fre-

quency), syntactic structural frequency and collocation frequency. Fre-

quency effects have been investigated by means of cognitive psychological 

experiments and computerized learning simulation (i.e., connectionism). 

Since these investigations focused primarily on learning, their theoreti-

cal explanations created a heated discussion between psychologists and 

linguists regarding the innateness of syntactic acquisition (see Makioka, 

1999). This discussion has received increased attention as of late, par-

ticularly through the popular book Rethinking Innateness (Elman, Bates, 

Johnson, Karmiloff-Smith, Parisi, and Plunkett, 1996). Without providing 

any theoretical background for frequency effects, MN’s argument regard-

ing our experimental fi ndings can only be received as superfi cial. Thus, to 

comprehensively address this point, we now turn to a detailed discussion 

of the three aforementioned facets of frequency and their theoretical 

foundations.

3.1 Effects of word frequency

The effect of word frequency is one of the most heavily investigated 

characteristics in psychology (e.g., Besner and McCann, 1987; Carroll and 

White, 1973; Caza and Moscovitch, 2005; Forster and Chambers, 1973; 

Gardner, Rothkopf, Lapan and Lafferty, 1987; Hino and Lupker, 1998; 

Jescheniak and Levelt, 1994; Morrison and Ellis, 1995; Paap, McDonald, 

Schvaneveldt and Noel, 1987; Taft, 1979, 1991; Tamaoka and Takahashi, 

1999). This effect is essentially based on the assumption that the more 

frequently a word is seen, the more quickly and accurately the word will 
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be recognized. Printed frequencies of morphemes (including single kanji 

units) and words are easy to fi nd using various lexical databases. One 

of the most-frequently used lexical databases to fi nd Japanese word fre-

quency is that of Amano and Kondo (2000). The CD-ROM version of the 

lexical database (Amano and Kondo, 2003a, 2003b) is available through 

the Sanseido web-site (www.sanseido-publ.co.jp/publ/ntt_database.html). 

However, it should be noted that the frequency index of Amano and 

Kondo (2000, 2003b) is a lexical database (not a corpus), which counted 

all infl ected forms as single lexical items. Thus, this database provides 

neither frequency counts for infl ected forms nor collocation frequency; it 

only suffi ces to determine word frequency in general.

According to Amano and Kondo (2003b), a word 危険 /kikeN/ (/N/ 

refers to a moraic nasal sound) meaning ‘danger’ in English appears 

14,254 times in the Asahi Newspaper over fourteen years (1985 to 1998) 

while a word 危害 /kigai/ meaning ‘harm’ appears 595 times. Both words 

contain the same kanji 危 /ki/ combined with other kanji of an almost-

equal visual complexity 険 /keN/ and 害 /gai/, constructing two different 

lexical items. Among experimental psychologists focusing upon a study of 

lexical access (e.g., Becker and Killion, 1977; McClelland, 1987; McClel-

land and Rumelhart, 1981; Morton, 1969; Taft, 1991), it is commonly 

known that a high frequency word like 危険 ‘danger’ is understood more 

quickly and accurately than a low frequency word like 危害 ‘harm’.

3.1.1 Cognitive processing models for effects of word frequency

The classical logogen model (Morton, 1969), which explained word fre-

quency effects as an activation level of threshold, is predetermined by 

word frequency. High frequency words had their thresholds set lower 

while low frequency words had their thresholds set higher. As depicted in 

Figure 1, since the word ‘danger’ is higher in printed-frequency than the 

word ‘harm’, the word ‘danger’ rests upon a lower threshold than does the 

word ‘harm’. Until the activation level exceeds the threshold, the word 

can not be recognized. The reaction time required for a lexical decision 
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task asking whether or not a visually presented word exists in Japanese is 

actually an indirect indicator of an activation level. Basically, as the reac-

tion time after the visual presentation of the target word becomes longer, 

the activation level becomes higher. Therefore, as shown in Figure 1, the 

activation can reach the lower threshold of the high frequency word ‘dan-

ger’ (T
1
 in the Figure 1) faster than the higher threshold of the low fre-

quency word ‘harm’ (T
2
 in the Figure 1), resulting in the faster recognition 

of ‘danger’ than ‘harm’ (the difference of reaction times is expressed by T
2
 

minus T
1
). Naturally, activation will reach the saturation level, and after a 

certain period of time, will attenuate.

The act of ‘understanding a word’ actually involves three different 

types of representations in the metal lexicon. For example, the word 

‘danger’ has the orthographic representation of two kanji symbols 危険, 

the phonological representation of three morae /kikeN/, and the semantic 

representation of the meaning ‘danger’ (English is used for representing 

Figure 1. Height of thresholds depending on high and low word fre-

quencies
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the semantic meaning in this paper). The three representations are inter-

actively activated in parallel distributed processing, the model for which 

being commonly referred to as the triangle model (e.g., McClelland and 

Elman, 1986; McClelland and Rumelhart, 1981; Seidenberg and McClel-

land, 1989; Taft, 1991; Tamaoka, 2005a). Each of three different represen-

tations in the mental lexicon can be activated fundamentally on the basis 

of a task requirement, but, to some degree, with automatic unintentional 

inter-activations.

Connectionists, who construct computer simulations of learning (or 

acquisition) according to neurological features of the human brain, pro-

vide a slightly different explanation from a broader perspective, by con-

sidering activations of multiple lexical items at the same time. They use 

the concept of weights, which is expressed by the following formula:

neti=∑wijaj.

In this formula, each node (or a simulation unit for a neuron) receives 

multiple activations from multiple notes. Each connection between two 

nodes has a weight. A high frequency word has a heavier weight depend-

ing on the number of nodal connections it contains. The net of activations 

is the sum of a series of multiplications of weights and nodes as described 

by the formula above.

Furthermore, in the process of activating the target item, other lexi-

cal items are automatically activated as described in Figure 2. The thresh-

Figure 2. Difference in activation levels suffi cient to reach the threshold 

of words with high and low frequencies
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old is reached when the difference between the activation level of the 

target word and the secondly highly-activated lexical item becomes suf-

fi ciently large. In this sense, the threshold is expressed by a certain degree 

of constant difference. Since a high frequency word has heavier weights 

as determined by its connections, it will reach a larger difference within 

a shorter reaction time. In turn, a low frequency word has fewer weights 

in connections than a high frequency word; consequently, a low fre-

quency word requires a longer reaction time to reach the threshold than 

a high frequency word. Again, this explanation rests upon the behavioral 

assumption that the more frequently words are seen, the faster they can 

be recognized. Since frequency—in either phonological or orthographic 

form—is determined by environment (e.g., parent-child communication 

in early childhood), any pre-assumed (i.e., innate) basic lexical or syntac-

tic structure would not fall into this model. The connectionist explanation 

and approach does not automatically imply disregarding syntactic innate-

ness, but so far, they do not consider innateness as fundamental to neuro-

logical learning simulation and its applied processing models.

3.1.2 Indexes of word familiarity and word frequency

Word frequency is an objective index taken from a lexical database as 

printed-counts, word familiarity is a subjective index asking (usually) 

native speakers to check 1-to-5 or 1-to-7-point scales which are designed 

to measure how familiar they are with certain words. Participants for the 

familiarity scaling questions are required only to think of each word. Lon-

ger thinking times often indicate a degree of unfamiliarity, which likewise 

indirectly result in longer reaction times. If an experimenter obtains a 

common sample group, such as university students, familiarity scaling and 

reaction times can normally be expected to have a similar index. This is 

one of the major reasons that word printed-frequencies receive priority 

for a control index for lexical stimuli in experiments compared to word 

familiarities.

In their commentary, MN discuss word frequency and word famil-
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iarity in critiquing the fi ndings of our 2004 experiment. MN state ‘KT’s 

pass-type verbs are more frequent than their show-type verbs’ (p. 122) 

and report that, according to Amano and Kondo (1999, 2003a for the 

CD-ROM version of lexical familiarity), the mean familiarity for nine 

pass-type verbs was 5.993 while the mean of seven show-type verbs was 

5.728. As MN did not provide any statistical result for the difference in 

familiarity scales between the two types of verbs, we can only assume that 

they conducted an analysis for the difference. Without such information, 

we have to guess there was no signifi cant difference in familiarity in light 

of the small difference of 0.265. Additionally, without any explanation 

provided in MN’s comments, we fail to understand why they do not report 

having checked all ten verbs in each condition. We again must assume 

that MN did not fi nd familiarity of certain verbs in Amano and Kondo 

(1999, 2003a). This null difference in familiarities between the pass-type 

and the show-type verbs cannot merely be disregarded, as it strengthens 

the overall fi ndings of our 2004 experiment. However, being a subjective 

index, word familiarities are likely to show similar scales for relatively fre-

quently-used verbs, especially comparing a very large number of lexical 

items in the 7-point scale as did Amano and Kondo (1999, 2003a).

In contrast to the result of familiarities, MN reported that word 

printed-frequencies of appearance in the Asahi Newspaper (Amano 

and Kondo, 2000, 2003b, CD-ROM for the index of word-printed fre-

quency) showed a great difference between the pass-type verbs (mean 

frequency=26,443 times) and the show-type verbs (mean frequency=7,169 

times). Again, we assume that since the difference in the average word 

frequencies between the two types of verbs is large at 19,274 times, the 

pass-type and show-type verbs will differ signifi cantly without conduct-

ing a statistical test. As MN acknowledge, it is well-known (e.g., Besner 

and McCann, 1987; Carroll and White, 1973; Forster and Chambers, 

1973; Gardner, Rothkopf, Lapan and Lafferty, 1987; Jescheniak and 

Levelt, 1994; Morrison and Ellis, 1995; Paap, McDonald, Schvaneveldt 

and Noel, 1987; Taft, 1979; Tamaoka and Takahashi, 1999) that word 
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frequency affects the speed of performing tasks such as lexical decision, 

word naming, and word writing-initiation, and likely also plausibility judg-

ment. As we explained earlier in this section, high frequency words have 

lower thresholds or heavier weights, which make these words more easily 

(quickly and accurately) recognizable than low frequency words. As such, 

MN stated that ‘if the plausibility task is affected by verb frequency, as 

seems to be the case, then it may also be affected by the frequency of the 

word orders’ (p. 122).

However, the scrambling condition in our study (as well as other stud-

ies such as Muraoka, Tamaoka, Miyaoka, 2004, 2005; Tamaoka, 2005b; 

Tamaoka, Sakai, Kawahara, Miyaoka, Lim and Koizumi, 2005; Tamaoka, 

Miyaoka, Ito and Sakai, 2004; Tamaoka, Lim and Miyaoka, 2005) was 

created by simply re-ordering a noun phrase. For example, the assumed 

canonical sentence, Kenzi-ga Kazuko-ni nooto-o kaesita [Kenzi-NOM 

[Kazuko-DAT [notebook-ACC return-PAST]]] is scrambled to Kenzi-ga 

nooto-o Kazuko-ni kaesita [Kenzi-NOM [nootbook-ACC
1
 [Kazuko-DAT 

[gap
1
 return-PAST]]]]. The plausibility judgment task requires decisions 

as to whether or not a sentence is correct, after reading through the whole 

sentence. As a result, all lexical items at the end of sentences including 

verbs are identical between the canonical and scrambled sentences; con-

sequently, all lexical items used in the both canonical and scrambled sen-

tences have equal threshold levels or equal weights in connections, leading 

to equal effects of word frequencies. In other words, if only word frequen-

cies affect sentence processing, null effects are expected to be obtained 

from the performance of the plausibility judgment task when comparing 

reaction times and error rates between the two conditions of canonical 

and scrambled sentences (whichever is canonical). Furthermore, we did 

not conduct a direct comparison of sentences between pass-type and 

show-type verbs, but rather compared these lexically identical canonical 

and scrambled sentences in each condition, which led to the same results 

for both verb conditions; namely the word order of ga-ni-o (NOM-DAT-

ACC) was faster than ga-o-ni (NOM-ACC-DAT). Again, because word 
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frequency effects are equalized in the canonical and scrambled sentences 

in our study, MN’s comment (p. 112) applies to neither our fi ndings, nor 

those of other studies.

3.2 Syntactic structural frequency

MN’s comment on frequency effects is fundamentally focused on the 

second type of frequency, syntactic structural frequency. As discussed 

by Tamaoka, Sakai, Kawahara, Miyaoka, Lim and Koizumi (2005), case 

particles are not the lone source of information in identifying word order: 

thematic roles and grammatical functions are also equally important 

candidates. In fact, the main purpose of Tamaoka, Sakai, Kawahara, 

Miyaoka, Lim and Koizumi (2005) was to clarify priority information for 

identifying canonical word order as determined by scrambling effects. A 

series of fi ve experiments in the above-mentioned Tamaoka et al. (2005) 

study suggested that only grammatical functions could provide suffi cient 

information for canonical word order for various types of sentences. Put-

ting the argument of priority information aside, case particles are easier 

to search for in the corpus by simply using a collocation for nouns with 

particle kana symbols (i.e., が, は, に, を) appearing with a verb.

3.2.1 Fundamental chicken-or-egg question of canonical order

Taking an example from the Appendix of our study, a sentence of a pass-

type verb Taro-ga Zyunko-ni dengon-o tutaeta [Taro-NOM [Zyunko-

DAT [message-ACC convey-PAST]]] is defi ned as a NOM-DAT-ACC 

word order. As Hoji (1985) proposed, once this NOM-DAT-ACC word 

order is defi ned as canonical, the word order NOM-ACC-DAT of Taro-ga 

dengon-o Zyunko-ni tutaeta [Taro-NOM [message-ACC
1
 [Zyunko-DAT 

[gap1 convey-PAST]]] can be considered as scrambled. Miyagawa (1997) 

claimed that both word orders can be base-generated (i.e., canonical) 

without syntactic movement (or gap). Furthermore, Matsuoka (2003) dis-

tinguished two types of canonical word order based on verbs; show-type 

for NOM-DAT-ACC and pass-type for NOM-ACC-DAT. Our study sup-
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ported the proposal by Hoji (1985) that this NOM-DAT-ACC word order 

is canonical regardless of any verb type. MN’s commentary paper argued 

that since syntactic structural frequency of NOM-DAT-ACC was much 

higher than NOM-ACC-DAT in both pass-type and show-type verbs, the 

results of our study were caused by this difference in syntactic structural 

frequency (hereafter, simply syntactic frequency).

The issue of syntactic frequencies in corpora fundamentally contains 

a chicken-or-egg question. If the assumed canonical order of the NOM-

DAT-ACC is base-generated, native Japanese speakers are likely to 

produce it naturally. As a result, syntactic frequency in the corpora would 

also indicate the same direction; the NOM-DAT-ACC order would 

appear more frequently than the NOM-ACC-DAT order. On the con-

trary, it is possible to argue that because the NOM-DAT-ACC order is 

used more frequently than the NOM-ACC-DAT order, Japanese children 

acquire this word order as canonical. The former explanation accepts the 

innateness of syntactic structure providing canonical order, whereas the 

later explanation fi ts nicely into the connectionist idea of enhancement by 

learning from one’s environment; namely, children frequently hear or see 

a certain word order of sentences.

3.2.2 Tentative solution for the chicken-or-egg question on canonical 

order

The third (passive sentences) and fourth (potential sentences) experi-

ments of Tamaoka, Sakai, Kawahara, Miyaoka, Lim and Koizumi (2005, 

comprising two of fi ve experiments of a fi ve-experiment project) showed 

an interesting contrast, providing a tentative solution for the chicken-or-

egg question of precedence. In the third experiment, the ga-ni word order 

in passive sentences (e.g., Kazuko-ga Taro-ni odos-are-ta, Kazuko-NOM 

Taro-DAT threaten-PASS-PAST, ‘Kazuko was threatened by Taro’) 

was performed more quickly (ga-ni for 1,521 ms and ni-ga for 1,722 ms 

in reaction times) and accurately (ga-ni for 1.85% and ni-ga for 6.25% 

in error rates) than the word order of ni-ga (e.g., Taro-ni Kazuko-ga 
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odos-are-ta, Taro-DAT Kazuko-NOM threaten-PASS-PAST). In con-

trast, in the fourth experiment, the word order of ni-ga or DAT-NOM 

in potential sentences (e.g., Takashi-ni girishago-ga kak-eru-daroo-ka, 

Takashi-DAT Greek-NOM write-POT-wonder-Q, ‘I wonder if Takashi 

can write Greek?’) was performed for the plausibility judgment task 

more quickly (ni-ga for 1,326 ms and ga-ni for 1,542 ms in reaction times) 

and accurately (ni-ga for 4.17% and ga-ni for 29.86% in error rates) than 

the word order of ga-ni or NOM-DAT (e.g., Girishago-ga Takashi-ni 

kak-eru-daroo-ka, Greek-NOM Takashi-DAT write-POT-wonder-Q). It 

should be also added that Muraoka, Tamaoka and Miyaoka (2004) and 

Fukumitsu, Kim and Koizumi (2004) also found that ga-ni was processed 

faster than ni-ga in active sentences with dative verbs (e.g., Suzuki-ga 

Yamada-ni at-ta, Suzuki-NOM Yamada-DAT meet-PAST ‘Suzuki met 

Yamada’ versus Yamada-ni Suzuki-ga at-ta, Yamada-DAT Suzuki-NOM 

meet-PAST). As such, ni-ga is the canonical order for potential sentences 

while ga-ni is for passive sentences and active sentences with dative verbs. 

Since an overall assumed-estimation from the wider perspective of syntac-

tic frequency would indicate ga-ni to be a canonical order, these contrast-

ing experimental results imply that syntactic structure can be independent 

from syntactic frequency in the broad sense. The same point can be made 

with the study of causative sentences mentioned above in relation to the 

examples in (5) and (6) (Experiment 5 of Tamaoka, et al., 2005). The 

word order of ni-o or DAT-ACC is more frequently used than the o-ni or 

ACC-DAT order. If the more frequently used word order in this sense is 

processed faster regardless of the type of verb involved, the reaction times 

for (6b) should be shorter than (6a). However, this assumption is not held 

up by the results of reaction times in sentence processing indicated by 

Experiment 5 of Tamaoka et al. (2005).

Yet, MN state their position that our conclusion regarding syntactic 

frequency was ‘premature’ (p. 119). In so doing, MN argue the impor-

tance of syntactic frequency from a narrower perspective, stating that ‘we 

may need to count instances of ni-ga followed by potentials separate from 
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those instances followed by passive’ (p. 119). In this sense, syntactic fre-

quency still remains unsolved, while syntactic frequency can be separated 

from syntactic structure from a wider perspective. From the narrower per-

spective of syntactic frequency, once again, we theoretically encountered 

the same chicken-or-egg question in terms of the acquisition of syntactic 

structure.

3.2.3 Effects of animacy

Since MN briefl y mentioned ‘animacy may also be an issue’ (p. 119) with 

no detailed explanation, we also report an interesting experiment on ani-

macy using the same experimental paradigm of the plausibility judgment 

task as conducted by Muraoka, Tamaoka and Miyaoka (2005). Muraoka 

et al. (2005) used four types of sentences to simultaneously investigate 

factors of animacy and word order; (1) Yoshikawa-san-ga seito-o tataku, 

Yoshikawa-san-NOM student-ACC hit-PRET ‘Yoshikawa hits a student’ 

for the condition of canonical word order with an animate object, (2) the 

same sentence in scrambled order as Seito-o Yoshikawa-san-ga tataku, 

student-ACC Yoshikawa-san-NOM hit-PRET, (3) Yoshikawa-san-ga 

taiko-o tataku, Yoshikawa-san-NOM drum-ACC hit-PRET ‘Yoshikawa-

san hits a drum’ for the condition of canonical word order with an 

inanimate object, (4) the same sentence in scrambled order as Taiko-o 

Yoshikawa-san-ga tataku, drum-ACC Yoshikawa-san-NOM hit-PRET. 

Muraoka et al. (2005) created 28 sets (112 sentences in total) of these cor-

rect ‘Yes’ responses (i.e., correct sentences) with the same number of cor-

rect ‘No’ responses (i.e., incorrect sentences) in the counter-balanced (or 

the Latin-square method) condition, and dummy sentences (both correct 

and incorrect sentences).

Since word printed-frequencies of animate and inanimate objects 

were controlled to be constant (other lexical items were the same) 

using the database of Amano and Kondo (2000, 2003b), reaction times 

required for correct ‘Yes’ responses of the plausibility judgment task 

were directly analyzed by a 2 (word order: canonical or scrambled)×2 
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(animacy: animate or inanimate) analysis of variance (ANOVA). The 

means and standard deviations are depicted in Figure 3. As one can guess 

from Figure 3, the results indicated signifi cant main effects of both word 

order and animacy, but no interaction of both variables. The results sug-

gested two independent trends: (1) sentences with canonical word order 

were more quickly processed than those with scrambled word order 

regardless of object animacy, and (2) sentences with inanimate objects 

were more quickly processed than those with animate objects regardless 

of word order. Responding to MN’s comment on animacy, the fi ndings 

of Muraoka et al. (2005) clearly indicated that the factor of animacy was 

independent from the factor of word order.

Figure 3. Scrambling effects of active sentences with animate and inani-

mate objects

 Note 1: Values are taken from Muraoka, Tamaoka and Miyaoka 

(2005).

 Note 2: Values before ± refer to the means of reaction times in milli-

seconds while values after it refer to standard deviations.
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3.2.4 MN’s corpus study on sentences with ditransitive verbs

Using 38,383 sentences in the Kyoto University Corpus (Kurohashi 

and Nagano, 1997), MN reported two corpus studies counting syntactic 

frequency regarding sentences with ditransitive and transitive verbs. Of 

all these sentences, MN found 305 instances (0.79% of the total) with a 

NP-ni and NP-o in the same clause. MN refers to these sentences as the 

coarse-grained sentences. According to verb types used in our study, these 

305 sentences were classifi ed into three types of verbs, pass-type, show-

type for plausible items and pass-type verbs used for implausible items 

(i.e., items used for correct ‘No’ responses) which are reported in MN’s 

Table 1 (p. 121). With an insuffi cient explanation for analysis of syntactic 

frequency in Table 1, it is diffi cult to know how MN reached the state-

ment that ‘overall, the ni-o order is more frequent’ (p. 121). MN (p. 121) 

reported χ2=94, p<.0001 without specifying the type of chi-square test 

they used and without reporting the degree of freedom (even a chi-square 

value of the decimal point was 0). Since we do not know how MN ana-

lyzed the frequency data, we conducted an analysis by ourselves.

Our experiment used ten pass-type and ten show-type verbs for 

analyzing reaction times of correct ‘Yes’ responses. Since correct ‘No’ 

responses differ from correct ‘Yes’ responses in cognitive nature of sen-

tence processing, implausible items used for correct ‘No’ responses was 

separately analyzed. Thus, if MN intended to compare their fi ndings in 

terms of tendency of syntactic frequency with our results in reaction times, 

MN should conduct a statistical test for syntactic frequencies among the 

coarse-grained sentences using a table of pass-/show-type and ni-o/o-ni 

order as shown in Table 1 of this paper. Therefore, we conducted the 

chi-square test of goodness-of-fi t, expecting a chance level of frequency 

in ni-o and o-ni of pass-type (expected frequency of 90.50) and show-type 

(expected frequency of 26.00) verbs as shown in Table 1 (see expected 

frequencies of Expected A), yielded a chi-square value of 70.547 with a 

degree of freedom of 1 for the pass-type verbs and a chi-squire value of 

24.923 with a degree of freedom of 1 for the show-type verbs. Both the 
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chi-square values were signifi cant at the 0.1 percent level, p<.001 (we use 

p<.001 for the maximum probability in reporting). Thus, our conclusion 

for the chi-square test of goodness-of-fi t suggests that the ni-o and o-ni 

order do not appear at the chance level, further indicating that the ni-o 

order was likely to be observed more frequently than the o-ni order in 

both cases of the pass- and show-type verbs.

Our chi-square test of goodness-of-fi t, however, does not provide 

information concerning a frequency difference of the ni-o and o-ni word 

order between pass-type and show-type verbs. To compare the differ-

ence in frequency between the two types of verbs, a chi-square test of 

independence should be conducted using the expected frequencies in 

Expected B of Table 1. For example, using observed frequencies in Table 

1, an expected frequency of the ni-o order of the pass-type verbs was 

calculated by the row total (i.e., 191) multiplied by the column total (i.e., 

181) with this result divided by the grand total (i.e., 233), which resulted in 

the expected frequency of 148.37. Other cells follow the same manner of 

calculation. The result of the chi-square test of independence (the calcula-

tion formula is the same as the chi-square test of goodness-of-fi t. Please 

refer to the calculation procedure in an appropriate statistic textbook), 

examining whether or not the two factors of word order and verb type 

are independent (in other words, not related), did not reach signifi cance 

[χ2(1)=0.316, p=.574, n.s.]. This result suggested an equal proportion 

Table 1. Syntactic frequency for coarse-grained ditransitive sentences based on 

MN approach

Verb types

Pass-type frequency Show-type frequency

Word 

order

Observed Expected 

A

Expected 

B

Observed Expected 

A

Expected 

B

Total

ni-o 147 90.50 148.37 44 26.00 42.63 191

o-ni  34 90.50  32.63  8 26.00  9.37  42

Total 181 52 233

Note 1: Expected frequency A is used for the chi-square test of goodness-of-fi t.

Note 2: Expected frequency B is used for the chi-square test of independence.
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of frequency of the ni-o and o-ni word order under the conditions of 

the both pass-type and show-type verbs. Therefore, putting both chi-

square test results of goodness-of-fi t and independence together, we con-

clude that syntactic frequency of the coarse-grained ditransitive sentences 

shows that, regardless of the pass- or show-type verbs, the ni-o order 

appears more frequently than the o-ni order. This result is congruent with 

our earlier experimental fi ndings, indicating that sentences of ni-o order 

are processed more quickly than the o-ni order in both cases of pass- and 

show-type verbs. This likelihood of syntactic frequency of the coarse-

grained ditransitive sentences supported the proposal of Hoji (1985), but 

not Matsuoka (2003). However, once again, since MN’s frequency counts 

and our experimental results indicated the same pattern, we again have to 

face the chicken-or-egg question: what determines word order—syntactic 

frequency or syntactic structure?

MN (p. 121) provided an interesting fi gure of syntactic frequency 

using the 63 fi ne-grained sentences specifi ed in our experiment, which 

actually gives favorable evidence to support our experimental results. For 

the same reasons regarding the analysis shown in Table 1, the two differ-

ent chi-square tests were conducted with expected frequencies indicated 

in Table 2 of this paper. First, the chi-square test of goodness-of-fi t using 

expected frequencies (see Expect A in Table 2) showed no signifi cance 

in either the pass-type verbs [χ2(1)=0.022, p=.881, n.s.] or the show-type 

verbs [χ2(1)=0.222, p=.637, n.s.]. This result indicated no difference in 

syntactic frequencies between the ni-o and o-ni orders in either pass-type 

or show-type verbs. In addition, the chi-square test of independence also 

showed no signifi cance [χ2(1)=0.229, p=.633, n.s.]. As such, both chi-

square tests suggest that syntactic frequencies of the ni-o and o-ni word 

order do not differ among the fi ne-grained sentences in either the pass-

type or show-type verbs. Therefore, unlike the results from the coarse-

grained sentences in Table 1, word order was neutral on the basis of the 

fi ne-grained sentences in Table 2, which supports neither Hoji (1985) nor 

Matsuoka (2003) from the perspective of syntactic frequency. Instead, 
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these results can be interpreted as indicating that our experimental results 

were caused only by syntactic structure or incremental syntactic process-

ing with no infl uence of syntactic frequency, supporting our experimental 

fi ndings, which in themselves supported those proposed earlier by Hoji 

(1985).

However, despite the analysis and conclusion described above, MN 

state that ‘frequency in this narrow sense cannot explain the advantage for 

ni-o in KT’s study’ (MN, p. 121). Then, MN arrive at the statement ‘the 

ni-o order is more frequent’ (p. 121) based on the subtotals of MN’s Table 

2 (p. 121). MN’s calculation of the chi-square test indicated χ2=8.58, p<.01, 

again with no explanation for the type of chi-square test they used and no 

report of the degree of freedom. Thus, we conducted the chi-square test 

of goodness-of-fi t for the ni-o and o-ni word order separately in the pass- 

and show-type verbs using expected frequency indicated in Expected A of 

Table 3. The result showed that there is signifi cance in frequency for the 

ni-o and o-ni orders in the pass-type verbs [χ2(1)=9.574, p<.01]. In con-

trast, no signifi cance is found in the show-type verbs [χ2(1)=0.222, p=.637, 

n.s.] which is identical to the above-mentioned result since frequencies 

have not changed. Thus, the ni-o word order appears more frequently 

than the o-ni order in the pass-type verbs, but not the show-type verbs.

Furthermore, to examine the relations of factors between word order 

Table 2. Syntactic frequency of the fi ne-grained ditransitive sentences as specifi ed 

as in KT (2004)

Verb types

Pass-type frequency Show-type frequency

Word 

order

Observed Expected 

A

Expected 

B

Observed Expected 

A

Expected 

B

Total

ni-o 22 22.50 22.86 10 9.00 9.14 32

o-ni 23 22.50 22.14  8 9.00 8.86 31

Total 45 18 63

Note 1: Expected frequency A is used for the chi-square test of goodness-of-fi t.

Note 2: Expected frequency B is used for the chi-square test of independence.
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and verb types, we conducted a chi-square test of independence for the 

observed and expected frequencies (see Expected B of Table 3). The chi-

square test of independence, examining whether or not the two factors of 

ni-o/o-ni word order and pass/show-type verbs are independent, did not 

indicate signifi cance [χ2(1)=0.712, p=.399, n.s.]. Although the chi-square 

test of goodness-of-fi t showed that the ni-o order appeared more fre-

quently than the o-ni order only in the pass-type verbs, the chi-square test 

of independence suggested that the syntactic frequency of ni-o/o-ni word 

order has nothing to do with the pass/show-type verbs.

We disagree with the use of subtotals in calculating syntactic fre-

quency of ni-o/o-ni word order (see in MN’s Table 2, p. 121). First, MN 

classifi ed the fi ne-grained sentences into the four subcategories which 

clearly show syntactic frequencies of the pass- and show-type verbs in 

relation to our experiment. Their results turned out to strongly support 

those of our experiment. Although the other three subcategories appear 

only with the pass-type verbs, MN insist on using subtotals in their Table 

2. However, the small frequency of the show-type verbs has no increase 

of syntactic frequency in either KT subcategory or subtotal; there is no 

difference in frequency between subcategory and subtotals. Second, since 

MN nicely identifi ed syntactic frequency for verbs used in our experiment, 

MN should not add other impure frequencies. We prefer to support the 

results using the fi ne-grained sentences subcategorized only in our experi-

Table 3. Syntactic frequency of fi ne-grained ditransitive sentences with all usages 

(subtotals) based on MN

Verb types

Pass-type frequency Show-type frequency

Word 

order

Observed Expected 

A

Expected 

B

Observed Expected 

A

Expected 

B

Total

ni-o 62 47.00 60.43 10 9.00 11.57  72

o-ni 32 47.00 33.57  8 9.00 6.43  40

Total 94 18 112

Note 1: Expected frequency A is used for the chi-square test of goodness-of-fi t.

Note 2: Expected frequency B is used for the chi-square test of independence.
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ment (i.e., Table 2 of this paper), suggesting the ni-o and o-ni word order 

appears at the chance level regardless of the show- or pass-type of verbs.

3.2.5 MN’s corpus study on sentences with transitive verbs

MN further analyzed syntactic frequency of transitive sentences, extract-

ing sentence-initial accusative NPs out of the total of 38,383 sentences of 

the Kyoto University Corpus (Kurohashi and Nagano, 1997). The results 

of classifi cation and frequencies are reported in MN’s Table 3 (p. 123), 

suggesting that 4,537 transitive sentences or 98.1 percent of the total of 

4,625 had no subject after NP-o while only 88 sentences or 1.9 percent 

of the total had subjects after NP-o. As MN provided a very high chi-

square value of 4365.4, again without any explanation, we assume that 

they conducted the chi-square test of goodness-of-fi t expecting a chance 

level of occurrences with and without subjects. Our calculation, however, 

indicates a result of χ2(1)=4279.70, p<.001, which is different from MN’s 

value of 4365.4. Again, we do not know how MN calculated the chi-square 

value.

Besides the issue of chi-square calculation, based on frequency of 

transitive sentences in MN’s Table 3, MN argued that ‘in the majority 

of the no subject instances, the accusative NP was next to the predicate’ 

(p. 123), and concluded ‘a fronted accusative NP is highly unlikely to be 

scrambled prior to an overt subject’ (p. 123). This argument is reasonable; 

since a subject phrase only appears in 88 cases or 1.9 percent after NP-o, 

MN can assume that the scrambled cases are very rare. Again, experimen-

tal results of scrambled effects could be caused by the rarity of scrambled 

conditions of sentences in general. However, MN used the argument 

that ‘we may need to count instances of ni-ga followed by potentials 

separate from those instances followed by passive’ (p. 119) to disagree 

with the comparison of the third and fourth experiments by Tamaoka, 

Sakai, Kawahara, Miyaoka, Lim and Koizumi (2005). This argument now 

returns to MN: we do not know how this argument related to our 2004 

experiment conducted for ditransitive verbs. The frequency fi gures given 
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in MN’s Table 3 (p. 123) seems too broad to effectively contest our 2004 

experimental results.

MN report on their sentence completion study for object NPs which 

required participants to complete a sentence after accusative and dative 

NPs such as hukuoka syussin-no syain ‘the employee from Fukuoka’ with 

accusative -o or dative -ni. Using instances with no subjects, MN report 

the results in Table 5 of their paper (p. 125). MN conclude ‘NP-o tends 

to be adjacent to the predicate (64.7%) and is rarely followed by another 

object (2.4%), whereas a NP-ni is equally likely to be followed by the 

verb (36.7%) or another object (33.3%)’ (p. 124). Once again, MN report 

a chi-square value without mentioning the degree of freedom, χ2=82.47, 

p<.0001. This single chi-square test cannot serve as a basis for this con-

clusion, although, looking only at frequencies, we can guess this trend. 

To examine MN’s claim using proper statistic procedures, we produced 

a table for the chi-square tests. First, as shown in Table 4 of this paper, 

the chi-square test of goodness-of-fi t should be conducted separately for 

NP-o and NP-ni. As MN indicated, observed frequencies of NP-o (using 

a chance level of expected frequency 83.50 in Expected A of Table 4) 

show that NP-o is likely to be adjacent to the predicate [χ2(1)=143.862, 

p<.001]. Likewise, the same chi-square test of goodness-of-fi t (expected 

frequency of 83.00) indicate that NP-ni is equally followed by a verb 

Table 4. Frequency with no subject in the completion task for object NPs (MN 

Table 5, p. 125)

Intervention 

between object 

and verb

Initiation of sentence

NP-o NP-ni

Ob-

served

Expect-

ed A

Expect-

ed B

Ob-

served

Expect-

ed A

Expect-

ed B

Total

adjacent 161 83.50 124.37  87 83.00 123.63 248

NP-ni or NP-o   6 83.50 42.63  79 83.00   42.37  85

Total 167 166 333

Note 1: Expected frequency A is used for the chi-square test of goodness-of-fi t.

Note 2: Expected frequency B is used for the chi-square test of independence.
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and another object [χ2(1)=0.386, p=.535, n.s.]. The relation between NP-

o/NP-ni and following/adjacent object is examined by the chi-square test 

of independence. As shown in Table 4 of this paper, the test was con-

ducted using expected frequencies in Expected B, and showed signifi cance 

[χ2(1)=84.773, p<.001]. Although our conclusion is the same as MNs, their 

claim is not entirely convincing without explanations regarding the type of 

chi-square test and correct calculations.

Overlooking the incorrect chi-square value calculated by MN, their 

claim as to anticipatory processes is very insightful and nicely supported 

by the syntactic frequency data in their completion task. Based on MN’s 

frequency data shown in Table 4 of this paper, it will be hypothesized that 

NP-ni will be followed by both NP-o and a verb while NP-o anticipates 

only a verb. This assumption provides a general likelihood that NP-ni 

will be followed by NP-o or a verb when NP-ni is initiated in a sentence, 

and furthermore it is generalized that the ni-o word order is expected to 

occur more frequently in ditransitive sentences. Although MN’s task is 

not exactly equivalent to a printed or speech corpus, we do think that the 

index of stratifi ed human production as used in MN’s task can be consid-

ered as a type of syntactic frequency. MN again proposed a possible factor 

of syntactic frequency infl uence upon scrambling effects as observed by 

psychological experiments including our 2004 study, as they also did in 

the aforementioned corpus study. Needless to say, this argument faces 

the chicken-or egg question of innateness, and fails to account for the 

results of Tamaoka et al.’s (2005) Experiment 5. One should also keep in 

mind, however, that frequency data of a corpus, including MN’s sentence 

competition task, does not provide information of real-time sentence pro-

cessing and is far from the self-paced reading which MN seem to strongly 

support.

3.2.6 Summary—syntactic complexity and frequency

To summarize, syntactic complexity is inversely correlated with syntactic 

structural frequency, and syntactic complexity predicts relative reaction 
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times for the sentence plausibility judgment task more reliably than the 

syntactic frequency in the broad sense and at least as reliably as the syn-

tactic frequency in the narrow sense. Given that syntactic structure has 

ontological priority over syntactic frequency and reaction times, we sug-

gest the following relationship among these factors: Syntactic complexity 

affects syntactic processing (both comprehension and production) in the 

sense that the former partially determines cognitive load of the latter. 

Syntactic processing in turn affects syntactic frequency because, all other 

things being equal, a structure which is easier to process is more likely to 

be used than one which is more diffi cult to process. As more frequently 

used structures may be easier to process, syntactic frequency also affects 

syntactic processing. This model is schematically shown in Figure 4.

3.3 Collocation frequency

The third type of frequency is collocation frequency, referring to how fre-

quently a certain lexical item is combined with others within the same syn-

tactic structure. For example, the intransitive verb okureru ‘to be delayed’ 

(hereafter, simply ‘delay’) can take the subject kaihuku ‘recovery’ to 

construct an active sentence Kaihuku-ga okureru, recovery-NOM delay-

PRET ‘Recovery is delayed’. In the same manner, the verb ‘delay’ can 

be combined with the subject happyoo ‘announcement’ as Happyoo-ga 

Figure 4. Relationship among syntactic representation, processing, and 

frequency
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okureru, announcement-NOM delay-PRET ‘Announcement is delayed’. 

Both sentences have the same syntactic structure of NP-ga plus V and 

share the same intransitive verb okureru ‘delay’. According to the web-

based corpus search program Chasen designed by Jun Fukada at Purdue 

University, USA using a corpus of the nine years of Mainichi Newspaper 

published from 1991 to 1999, we can fi nd that kaihuku ‘recovery’ appears 

30,748 times while happyo ‘announcement’ similarly appears 30,254 times. 

However, collocation frequency of these two nouns (i.e., subject) and the 

verb differs: the verb ‘delay’ co-appears 39 times with ‘recovery’, but it 

co-appears only 5 times with ‘announcement’. In this case, the difference 

of collocation frequency is 34 times (39 minus 5). Taking that the syntactic 

structure is the same, if any difference in sentence processing is found, it 

must be caused by collocation frequency of a subject noun and an intran-

sitive verb.

The effects of collocation frequencies were investigated by Tamaoka 

and Tanaka (2005) using 24 sets of the aforementioned experimental 

Figure 5. Reaction times for high and low collocation frequencies of 

active sentences with intransitive verbs

 Note 1: Values are taken from Tamaoka and Tanaka (2005)

 Note 2: Values before ± refer to the means of reaction times in milli-

seconds (left) or error rates in percentage (right) while values 

after it refer to standard deviations.
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stimulus pair as correct ‘Yes’ responses. The means of reaction times and 

error rates required for the plausibility judgment task are depicted in 

Figure 5. A paired-sample t-test indicated a signifi cant difference between 

the high and low collocation frequency conditions in both reaction times 

and error rates. Intransitive sentences with high collocation frequencies 

were processed more quickly and accurately than those with low col-

location frequencies. Consequently, this experiment clearly illustrates 

co-activations of two lexical items affecting sentences constructed by a 

subject noun and an intransitive verb. As graphically seen in Figure 5, 

independent of syntactic structure, collocation frequency, which implies 

how frequently two lexical items are combined, is also the important fac-

tor. Although MN only refer to frequencies at the word and syntactic lev-

els in their commentary, the third type of collocation frequency must play 

an important role for sentence processing. However, it should be noted 

that simple collocation frequency of two lexical items (i.e., a subject noun 

and an intransitive verb) can be found using a corpus available today, but 

collocation frequencies of three lexical items in transitive sentences and of 

four lexical items in ditransitive sentences requires an enormous number 

of corpora, so that investigation in the psycholinguistic arena is still in its 

infancy.

4. Measurement methods—plausibility judgment and self-paced read-

ing

MN note that ‘the plausibility task only measures the total time to read 

the whole sentence and therefore it is not very informative’ (p. 118). By 

this statement, MN place great value on the method of self-paced reading, 

stating that ‘recent work in sentence processing has measured behavioral 

or neurological responses time-locked with the processing of individual 

words in sentences’ (p. 118). The self-paced reading requires participants 

to read one part (often a single phrase) of a sentence at a time and press 

a button (usually a space key) to see the next part. The duration time 

between key pressings is interpreted as a reading time for each sentential 
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part. The idea that self-paced reading can measure reaction times required 

for reading each part (often phrase), seems to be appropriate for investi-

gating sentence processing, especially from the syntactic perspective. 

However, in reality, this method has seldom detected scrambling effects 

(e.g., Nakayama, 1995; Tamaoka, Sakai, Kawahara and Miyaoka, 2003; 

Yamashita, 1997), and as MN themselves mention, scrambling effects 

measured by self-paced reading ‘have only reached statistical signifi cance 

when complex structures were used’ (p. 118). What initially appears to 

be an ideal method, therefore, is seen to contain inherent problems upon 

further consideration.

4.1 Scrambling effects as shown by plausibility judgment

Prior to examining the method of self-paced reading, we will briefl y 

review recent studies that utilized the plausibility judgment task. As 

shown in Table 5, four psycholinguistic experimental studies found scram-

bling effects on the processing of Japanese sentences in both participant 

and item analyses. The size of scrambling effects is measured by reaction 

times needed for assumed canonical sentences minus reaction times for 

scrambled sentences. First, our study in question, found 98 milliseconds 

of scrambling effects in the case of active sentences with pass-type verbs 

while 109 milliseconds for those with show-type verbs. The size of scram-

bling effects observed in Koizumi and Tamaoka (2004) was somewhat 

smaller. Muraoka, Tamaoka and Miyaoka (2004) observed greater than 

200 milliseconds of scrambling effects; 229 milliseconds for sentences 

with accusative verbs and 214 milliseconds for those with dative verbs. 

The paper by Muraoka, Tamaoka and Miyaoka (2005) regarding animacy 

observed even stronger scrambling effects of 271 milliseconds for animate 

objects and 319 milliseconds for inanimate objects.

The Tamaoka et al. (2005) experiments listed in Table 5 were con-

ducted using various types of sentences. Although the primary objective 

of this study was to identify priority information for sentence processing, 

we now are considering only the size of scrambling effects. Scrambling 
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Table 5. Scrambling effects on correct ‘Yes’ responses for sentence correctness 

decision task

Papers and experimental conditions ΔRT (ms) F1sig. F2sig.

(1) Japanese sentences processed by native Japanese speakers

1. Koizumi and Tamaoka (2004)

 Exp. 1(1)—Active sentences with pass-type verbs 98 * *

 Exp. 1(2)—Active sentences with show-type verbs 109 * *

2. Muraoka, Tamaoka and Miyaoka (2004)

 Exp. 1(1)—Active sentences with accusative verbs 229 *** *

 Exp. 1(2)—Active sentences with dative verbs 214 *** *

3. Muraoka, Tamaoka and Miyaoka (2005)

 Exp. 1—Active sentences with animate objects 271 Scrambling

 Active sentences with inanimate objects 319 ** ***

4. Tamaoka, Sakai, Kawahara, Miyaoka, Lim and Koizumi (2005)

 Exp. 1—Active sentences with transitive verbs 223 *** ***

 Exp. 2—Active sentences with ditransitive verbs 604 *** ***

 Exp. 3—Passive sentences 201 *** ***

 Exp. 4—Potential sentences 216 *** ***

 Exp. 5(1)—Causative sentences with accusative verbs 187 * **

 Exp. 5(2)—Causative sentences with dative verbs 185 ** *

(2) Turkish sentences processed by native Turkish speakers

 Tamaoka, Kuribayashi and Sakai (2005)

 Exp. 1(1)—Active sentences with animate objects 155 * *

 Exp. 1(2)—Active sentences with inanimate objects 148 ** *

 Exp. 2—Active sentences with subject incorporation -209 *** n.s.

(3) Korean sentences processed by native Korean speakers

 Tamaoka, Lim and Miyaoka (2005)

 Exp. 1—Active sentences with transitive verbs 328 *** ***

 Exp. 2—Active sentences with ditransitive verbs 615 *** ***

(4) Japanese sentences processed by native Chinese speakers

 Tamaoka (2005b)

 Exp. 1—Active sentences with transitive verbs 367 * *

 Exp. 2—Potential sentences 369 n.s. n.s.

Note 1: ΔRT (reaction times in milliseconds) refers to the degree of scrambling 

effects calculated by RTs of scrambled condition minus RTs of canonical 

condition.

Note 2: *p<.05. **p<.01. ***p<.001. n.s. refers to not signifi cant.

Note 3: F1 refers to the results of participant analyses while F2 refers to those of 

items analyses.

Note 4: Muraoka, Tamaoka and Miyaoka (2005) was analyzed by 2 (animacy: 

animate and inanimate)×2 (word order: canonical or scrambled) ANOVA. 

Both main effects were signifi cant in participant and item analyses.
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effects for active sentences with transitive verbs is 223 milliseconds. This 

size shows a dramatic increase of up to 604 milliseconds for active sen-

tences with ditransitive sentences. Although the two experiments of tran-

sitive and ditransitive sentences cannot be directly compared (involve-

ment of different lexical items), this great increase of scrambling effects 

is likely due to the phrase being positioned just prior to a verb which is 

moved to the sentence initial position. Judging from the large, 10.00 per-

cent, scrambling effects on error rates (only 1.79 percent for canonical 

sentences with 11.79 for scrambled sentences), this stimulus manipulation 

must create a syntactically unfamiliar condition. The third experiment 

of passive sentences again shows the size of 201 milliseconds. Even the 

fourth experiment of potential sentences in which case particle and gram-

matical information confl ict (details already explained in Section 3.2) 

produces scrambling effects of 216 milliseconds. Furthermore, causative 

sentences also show 187 milliseconds with accusative verbs and similarly 

185 milliseconds with dative verbs.

Similarly, scrambling effects were also found in languages with free 

word order such as Turkish and Korean. Turkish native speakers showed 

scrambling effects in the processing of active sentences of 155 millisec-

onds with animate objects and 148 milliseconds with inanimate objects 

(Tamaoka, Kuribayashi and Sakai, 2005). Unlike Muraoka, Tamaoka and 

Miyaoka (2005), this Turkish experiment cannot examine the interaction 

between word order and animacy, since word frequencies are not con-

trolled over the factor of animacy. Yet, scrambling effects are apparent 

in either case of active sentences with animate and intimate objects. Like-

wise, translated sentences from Japanese to Korean (Experiments 1 and 2 

of Tamaoka, et al., 2005 listed in Table 5) also showed scrambling effects 

of 328 milliseconds for active sentences with transitive verbs and 615 mil-

lisecond for those with ditransitive verbs (Tamaoka, Lim and Miyaoka, 

2005). As such, the plausibility judgment tasks can serve as a kind of lit-

mus test to detect scrambling effects not only with Japanese but also other 

languages such as Turkish and Korean.
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In addition, the plausibility judgment task was conducted to the sec-

ond (or foreign) language condition of native Chinese speakers learning 

Japanese to investigate how native Chinese speakers learning Japanese 

comprehend active and potential sentences with canonical and scrambled 

word order (Tamaoka, 2005b). Based on over 91.7% scores on a Japa-

nese grammar test, 24 of 87 students were selected as participants for the 

experiments. Experiment 1 showed that active sentences with canoni-

cal order were processed 367 milliseconds more quickly and 9.5 percent 

more accurately than the same sentences with scrambled order. As with 

native Japanese speakers, Japanese learners must also establish the base 

structure for active sentences and process scrambled sentences using the 

gap-fi lling parsing. In Experiment 2, potential sentences whose case par-

ticles confl icted with the grammatical information of subject and object 

were conducted with the same Chinese participants. Unlike the active 

sentences, potential sentences with canonical order did not differ in reac-

tion times from the same sentences with scrambled order (i.e., there were 

no scrambling effects). This result implies that Japanese learners have not 

constructed the base structure of potential sentences and therefore cannot 

apply the gap-fi lling parsing to potential sentences with scrambled order. 

Once again, Japanese learners with a good knowledge of Japanese gram-

mar also indicated scrambling effects.

All these studies, including those conducted with speakers and learn-

ers of two other languages exhibiting similar characteristics of free word 

order, clearly show scrambling effects strong enough to reach signifi cance. 

Additionally, Japanese learners also display scrambling effects of active 

sentences with transitive verbs. Even though MN claim that these studies 

only provide the end result of whole sentence processing, the plausibility 

task at least has successfully measured scrambling effects. These studies 

showing consistent scrambling effects implies the existence of the base 

structure, which acts as a basis for the gap-fi lling parsing. Scrambling 

effects shown by a series of studies as presented in Table 5 can be hardly 

ignored by the virtue of the task nature itself.
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4.2 Merits and demerits of self-paced reading

There are at least three potential reasons the self-paced reading approach 

is not suffi ciently sensitive to detect scrambling effects in the processing of 

simple sentences.

First, we have actually conducted several experiments using self-

paced reading to fi nd scrambling effects of long and short sentences, but 

results of these experiments did not meet our expectations in terms of 

providing conclusive results. Tamaoka, Sakai, Kawahara and Miyaoka 

(2003) examined both factors of long/short phrase-length order and 

canonical/scrambled order on relatively long sentences. No signifi cant 

main effects were found in either phrase-length or canonical/scrambled 

factor in reaction times, but scrambling effects were found in error rates. 

Based on these results, Tamaoka et al. (2003) suggested the Japanese 

preference of ‘long-before-short’ phrase-length (Yamashita and Chang, 

2001) is an indication of preference rather than cognitive processing. In 

their concluding remarks, Tamaoka et al. (2003) add, in evaluating the 

self-paced reading method, the comment that participants seem to estab-

lish a rhythm when reading a sentence. This tendency becomes extreme in 

a simple active sentence with transitive verb. Since this type of sentence 

is read by pressing the space key three times, participants are likely to 

repeat a three-beat rhythm for NP-ga, NP-o and V. Likewise, a four-beat 

rhythm is used for active sentences with ditransitive verbs as NP-ga, NP-

ni, NP-o and V. Since target stimulus sentences used for the experiments 

listed in Table 5 were constructed by a maximum of four phrases, partici-

pants could complete reading a sentence by pressing the space key four 

times, at most. With this repetitious behavior, reaction times were fl at in 

each phrase.

Second, self-paced reading usually requires performing an additional 

task parallel to reading a sentence. This task often puts heavy memory 

loading on participants. In experimental psychology, this can be regarded 

as a dual task condition. One example is to ask participants (i.e., Japanese 

students in grades 4–6) to verbalize one to fi ve while reading a sentence 
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for the plausibility judgment task (Leong and Tamaoka, 1995; Tamaoka, 

Leong and Hatta, 1992). This method is the dual task condition by ‘pho-

nological suppression’ or ‘vocal interference’. Since it was hypothesized 

that students at an elementary school processed sentences with a heavy 

dependency on phonology, phonological suppression caused interfer-

ence when reading a sentence. In fact, phonological suppression was very 

strong for students prolonging reading times of sentences in compari-

son with no vocal interference. For an extreme example, Muraoka and 

Sakamoto (2005) reported reaction times of sentences constructed of six 

phrases; where pressing the key six times was required to complete read-

ing these sentences. Surprisingly, average reading times were 1,100–1,200 

milliseconds for the fi rst phrase, 1,200–1,400 for the second phrase, and 

1,100 to 1,600 for the third phrase. A question about the content was 

asked after reading a sentence. In contrast, in our study, four phrases 

were read 1,414 milliseconds for canonical sentences with pass-type verbs, 

1,512 milliseconds for their scrambled condition, and 1,570 for canonical 

sentences with show-type verbs and 1,679 milliseconds for their scrambled 

condition. There is an extreme difference in reading times between the 

two experiments. In addition, event-related brain potential (ERP) studies 

(e.g., Friederici, 2002; Friederici and Kotz, 2003; Kuperberg, Sitnikova, 

Caplan, and Holcomb, 2003; Schlesewsky and Bornkessel, 2004) cite the 

400 milliseconds of negative electrical activity (N400) as an indication 

of semantic and pragmatic violations and the 600 milliseconds of posi-

tive electrical activity (P600) as one of syntactic reanalysis and repair for 

the phrasal processing. Actual reading times of phrases should be much 

smaller than those in previous self-paced reading studies. Even includ-

ing a key-pressing time, the average of reading times for each phrase in 

Muraoka and Sakamoto (2005) seems very long. We assume that the task 

of Muraoka and Sakamoto (2005) must have required a heavy memory 

load to remember the content, which then acted like an experiment with 

a dual task condition. Since working memory plays an importance role for 

sentence processing (e.g., Just and Carpenter, 1992; King and Just, 1991; 
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MacDonald, Just and Carpenter, 1992), the dual task condition requiring 

heavy working memory will result in an extremely long reaction time to 

read each phrase, mostly spent for remembering the context.

A third potential weakness of self-paced reading methods is that it is 

not totally confi rmed whether participants actually read the target phrase 

between key pressings. When a diffi cult memory task is required with 

reading a sentence, participants may have to make sure that they remem-

ber all items in a sentence. As a result, participants probably stop during 

sentence reading, and possibly stay longer in unrelated phrases. In fact, 

longer reading times are likely to be observed just after the target phrase 

expecting an extra cognitive (or working memory) load for parsing. How-

ever, this tendency could be minimized by averaging reaction times over 

an enough number of participants and target stimuli, and experimenters 

anticipate this trend in reading times when they interpret the results.

In voicing these three concerns, it is by no means our intention to 

suggest that self-paced reading is entirely unsuitable for studies of sen-

tence processing. Indeed, this methodology could be selectively used 

depending on the nature of target stimulus sentences. Examples of areas 

which have enjoyed some success using self-paced reading include studies 

on ambiguity resolution in Japanese garden-path sentences (Inoue, 1998; 

Inoue and Den, 1999) and on locally ambiguous homonyms between 

nouns and verbs (Tokimoto, 2005). In these studies, readers required lon-

ger reading times for resolving ambiguity; self-paced reading would be an 

excellent means to measure how readers cope with ambiguity. Likewise, 

when target stimulus sentences are longer and more complex (e.g., Mura-

oka and Sakamoto, 2005), self-paced reading will be useful, especially to 

obtain reading times of each phrase. This selective use could be applied 

to our 2004 study of the plausibility judgment task, refl ecting an approach 

that will be useful for measuring the processing of simple sentences. 

Again, however, information regarding reaction times is limited to the 

whole sentence reading. Respective implementations of self-paced read-

ing and plausibility judgment seem to contain case-specifi c advantages 
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and disadvantages.

5. Ending Remarks

In their commentary, MN draw attention to three important aspects for 

discussion.

First, assuming that the decision to insert the gap is made before the 

verb appears in processing ditransitive sentences, MN stress the puta-

tive effect of reanalysis when encountering the pass-type verb. We have 

argued that the insertion of a gap is likely to be delayed until the verb is 

processed in the case of ditransitive sentences used in our experiment. 

A mid-sentence reanalysis either does not occur, or, if it does occur, its 

effect is so small that our overall conclusions are not affected.

Second, MN argue that the scrambling effects observed in our experi-

ment and other related studies using the plausibility judgment task could 

be caused, if only partially, by word and syntactic frequencies. While 

acknowledging the well-intended aims of MN’s statistical tests and calcu-

lations, we must disregard them as being both inaccurate as well as inap-

propriate to furthering the results of the present experiment. According 

to our calculations, MN’s corpus study of the fi ne-grained ditransitive sen-

tences subcategorized in our experiment suggests that the ni-o and o-ni 

word order appear at the chance level regardless of the show-type or pass-

type verbs (see Table 2). Although this procedure is commonly practiced 

to control stimulus items for experiments, MN simply deny this corpus 

data. However, when MN identify an interesting general contrast regard-

ing canonical orders for passive sentences as ga-ni, and potential sentences 

as ni-ga shown by Tamaoka et al. (2005), they simply consider this appeal-

ing contrast as ‘premature’ (p. 119), claiming that this overall trend is too 

broad to argue. MN imply the need to distinguish between potential and 

passive sentences for counts of syntactic frequency. Their corpus study 

of transitive sentences shows an overall general trend indicating that ‘a 

fronted accusative NP is highly unlikely to be scrambled prior to an overt 

subject’ (p. 123), proposing that scrambled word order is rare. As MN 
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critically comment a contrasting result of the third and fourth experiments 

of Tamaoka et al. (2005), we can now in turn state that this result seems 

to be too general to pertain to the stimulus sentences of our experiment. 

MN’s comments are too narrow in scope when the corpus data tends not 

to support their argument, while their argument regarding the contrast 

over canonical order is not fully realized. Their approach, having no clear 

direction, save for the claim that frequency should be considered, seems 

to be opportunistic.

Thirdly, from a methodological perspective, MN seem not to place 

much value on the scrambling effects as shown by the plausibility judg-

ment task. As listed in Table 5, experiments conducted on various types 

of sentences have indicated consistent results of scrambling effects. Nev-

ertheless, MN repeatedly state that plausibility judgment provides only 

reading times for a whole sentence, which diverges from MN’s self-stated 

position that ‘the self-paced reading have only reached statistical signifi -

cance when complex structures were used’ (p. 118). Ultimately, self-paced 

reading would not be suffi ciently sensitive to obtain differences between 

canonical and scrambled order in simple sentences. We put forward three 

possible problems regarding the self-paced reading method: (1) par-

ticipants unthinkingly establish a rhythm pressing a key while reading a 

sentence phrase-by-phrase; (2) participants necessarily perform a heavily 

loaded memory task while reading a sentence such as with the dual task 

condition, and (3) there is no guarantee that participants will actually read 

target phrases between the pressing of keys. We propose that a method 

can be selectively employed depending on the nature of target stimulus 

sentences. In cases where conditions require longer reading times, such 

as those involving the resolution of ambiguity, self-paced reading would 

be an excellent means to determine how readers cope with ambiguity and 

particularly to obtain reading times of each phrase. On the other hand, 

the plausibility judgment can be used to measure the processing of simple 

sentences with limited information regarding reaction times for whole 

sentences. We therefore feel that MN would have done well to have been 
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more fl exible in their selection of experimental methodology. Their com-

mentary on our experiment nevertheless constitutes a worthwhile contri-

bution to the professional dialog on sentence processing.
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日本文の処理におけるスクランブル効果の諸問題̶Koizumi and Tamaoka（2004）

に対するMiyamoto and Nakamura（2005）のコメントへの回答

玉　岡　賀津雄（広島大学）

小　泉　政　利（東北大学）

　Koizumi and Tamaoka（2004，以下 KT）の実験結果に対して，Miyamoto and 

Nakamura（2005，以下MN）が寄せたコメントについて，3つの視点から回答

した．第 1に，KTの実験条件ではMNが指摘しているような再解析が起こらな

いことを示唆する経験的証拠を提示し，少なくとも KTの実験においては，統語

構造の複雑さが文正誤判断課題の反応時間と関係するという仮定が成り立つこと

を再確認した。第 2に，頻度について，語彙，統語，共起の 3種類があることを

説明した．語彙頻度については KT（2004）の実験では比較条件で一様であるた

め，影響がない．統語頻度については，KTが使用した実験刺激の頻度をMNが

示している（MN, Table 2, p. 121）が，これが実験統制に用いられる通常の方法

であるにもかかわらず，結果を不十分としているのは不適切な議論であることを

指摘した．MNの文完成課題については，興味深い結果を得ているものの，オフ

ラインの結果であるため，それを支持するためのオンラインの実験が必要であろ

う．共起頻度については，今後の研究を待つことになろう．第 3に，文正誤判断

課題と自己制御読みに関して，MN自身も指摘しているように，自己制御読みに

ついては複雑な文でない限り有意なスクランブル効果が観察されていない．本稿

では，近年行われた文正誤判断課題の実験がスクランブル効果を一貫して観察し

ていることを示した．その上で，自己制御読み実験では，キー押しのための運動

が文処理に影響すること，読みのために与えられる課題が「二重課題法」のよう

に機能して，文処理以外に過度な記憶負荷をかけていることなどを指摘した．

（受理日　2006年 1月 31日　　最終原稿受理日　2006年 2月 10日）


